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“How to efficiently 
collaborate through 

Orbit Intelligence's 
Workfiles system”

1. Why use the Workfiles system?

• Differences with Lists

• Manual or automatic content addition

2. Adding metadata:

• Notes and Stars

• Attachments

• User fields

3. Searching

• Filter and Dedicated search form

• Highlighting

4. Collaborating:

• With whom and how to share WF folders ?

• Sharing Workfiles

• Sharing User fields

Bonus:

Analyze & 
Autoclassify your

Workfiles content!

Automatize your 

watch process



Why use the Workfiles system?



Why use the 

Workfiles system?

Differences with Lists

Orbit Intelligence allows you to store your results in either a Workfile or a List.

Both are stored in a directory.

One of the main differences between the Workfiles and Lists is that data stored in a Workfile is 
static.
Its content can be updated using an alert or manually.

Lists are updated automatically when displayed, so if a patent has lapsed since the last time you 
opened the List, its legal status will be updated accordingly.

Data stored in a List is always updated when you open it.

Another main difference between lists and Workfiles is that Workfiles are designed to allow 
collaboration.
We will study how to create and use custom fields, ranking and comments.

Workfiles are thus convenient when you want to add metadata for patent scoring, categorization, and 
comments and share this list of documents and metadata with other users.



Why use the 

Workfiles system?

Manual or automatic content addition

Workfiles can be fed manually, or automatically via alerts.

In our example, we will be following this use case:

 

1 > run a search on Lidar vehicles  

2 > manually store the results for the watching team  

3 > share the results 

4 > add metadata: Notes, User fields etc to collaborate

Our sample search is:

( (LIDAR? OR LASER RADAR OR REMOTE SENS+ OR 
LASER SCANNER?)/TI/AB/CLMS AND ((AUTONOMOUS OR 
UNMANNED OR DRIVERLESS) 2D (VEHICLE? OR DRIV+ OR 

AUTOMOBILE? OR CAR?))/TI/AB/CLMS )



Why use the 

Workfiles system?
Manual or automatic content addition

1. Select the

records to save

2. Click on “Move

or duplicate”

3. Create and name a 

new directory and 

Workfile

4. Select the

newly created

Workfile

5. Click “OK”



Why use the 

Workfiles system?
Manual or automatic content addition

Alerts can also feed the 

Workfiles automatically:

See article 'Setting up alerts' 



Adding metadata



Adding 

metadata

Notes and Stars

Attachments
User fields

Notes and Stars

While in the Workfiles module you can:

>> Notes and stars can 

also be added in bulk:

Select results and right-
click to access the 

option

1

 1. Add notes to your records2
2. Assign your notes to specific members
of the family

3

3. Rank your records using stars (1-5)



Adding 

metadata

Notes and Stars

Attachments

User fields

Attachments
2. Click on the

“Attachments” tab3. Click on “Insert file”

4. Browse your computer

to find the document you

wish to attach

1. Make sure to

actívate the

“Attachments” tab

Presence and number

of attachments per 

record
Creator, date and time 

of the attachment

>> Attachments can also 

be added at the Workfile

level (not only at the 

individual record level)



User fields creationAdding 

metadata

Notes and Stars

Attachments

User fields

The types available are:

>> The user field called 'Internal classification'
 is a multi-values selection field. 
Only 1 "Internal Classification field" can be 
created by a pool of users (= a company).

It should be your 'main' user field, as it will be 
available in the Workfiles filter + tree counter.

> See article 'Creating User fields'  



Searching inside Workfiles



Searching Filter Internal classification

It is the only User Field available in the filter 

You can filter by presence/absence of value, or by a 

specific value

AutoClassification score - See next slides on the 

AI Auto-Classifier function

Since FamPat week - Week of addition in the database

New Documents

Patent families added during the last 7 days:

Update date = Archive update date

Date on which the family has been archived again in the 

Workfile

Read - Patent families that were clicked on to access 

content are considered 'Read' (this can be activated in 

the tree counter)

User notes - Filter by presence of Notes

The Tree counter allows you to 

easily spot the n° of:

- unread documents

- non-classified documents 

('Internal Classification' user 

field only)

- Total n° of documents



Searching Dedicated search form

Title, Abstract, Claims, 

Description, Full Text

Search using the assigned

user fields

IPC, CPC, Locarno 

(designs), Technology

domains, etc.

Assignee/owner, 

Inventor/creator, Numbers, 

Publication country

Notes, Attachment names

Date added to the database

Date archived into the

Workfile

>> Run your search in your 

entire library or on a specific 

directory/Workfile



Searching Highlight

You can create, define, name and save highlighting profiles to be used in the Workfiles
module



Collaborating



Sharing foldersCollaborating 

1. Click the

“Share” button

2. Select the

directory you wish

to share

3. Search for your

colleagues email addresses

or group names

4. Decide the level

of Access you want

to provide to guests



Sharing rights, licenses specificities, alerts and export

Rights
Read only > add notes and stars - not allowed to add or delete content
Read/Add > will additionally allow to add patents
Read/Write > will additionally allow to also delete some content
Read/Write/Share > will additionally allow to share with other users

Licenses specificities
- Orbit Intelligence expert user > no limitation

- Orbit Express user > cannot Share content (NB: has access to Lists too)

- Intelligence Workfile Reader > read-only user (access to Workfiles only)

Collaborating 

Alerts Export



Administrators only: Sharing User fields via Orbit AdminCollaborating 

> See our Knowledge Base article “Administrator - Sharing User fields”



Bonus AI Auto-Classifier: Save time and gain efficiency

Save time

Get your Workfile documents automatically classified

Share only relevant information

The AI Classifier identifies Relevant / Not Relevant records

Machine learning

Train the system and get better results every time

Review and validate

Switch or approve and re-run the classifier for better results

> See our Knowledge Base article “Sort out relevant documents with an AI-Classifier”



Bonus

Analysis

Analyze Workfiles / User fields

All levels:

> Launch an analysis on Workfiles content

> Graph axis choice: use a User field in Axis

Advanced / Premium:

> Customization: split graphs by presence 
in a Workfile (or List)



Bonus

Orbit Review

Automatize the watch process with Orbit Review to gain time

> See our Knowledge Base article "Orbit Review: Setting up email notifications"



Conclusions

“How to efficiently 
collaborate through 

Orbit Intelligence's 
Workfiles system”

 Why and how to use Workfiles

 How to add metadata: Notes, stars, attachments etc

 How to search inside Workfiles

 How to collaborate through sharing

 BONUS:

 New feature: AutoClassifier

 How to get the most out of Workfiles in the analysis

 how to automatize your watch process with Orbit Review



Thank you 
 

Questions 

& Answers

Contact us 

Visit our website 
 

www.questel.com

help@questel.com

Access additional webinars and content 
 

www.questel.com/resources/

Don't forget the knowledge base!

https://intelligence.help.questel.com


